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Role of Correlation in Index Return Volatility
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A stylized example:

Consider an index consisting of 2 equally weighted stocks:

𝑋 =
𝑆1 + 𝑆2

2

Assume the annualized volatility of both stocks are 30:

1. Perfect anti-correlation: Var 𝑋 = 0, Vol 𝑋 = 0

2. Zero correlation: Var 𝑋 =
Var(𝑆1)+Var(𝑆2)

4
= 450, Vol 𝑋 ≈ 21

3. Perfect correlation: 

Var 𝑋 =
Var 𝑆1 + Var 𝑆2 + 2 Var(𝑆1) Var(𝑆2)

4
= 900, Vol 𝑋 = 30
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Raison d'être

❑ Index vols are rich

Primary hedging instrument: index puts.

❑ The median implied volatility risk premium (6m ATM 
implied vol – subsequent realized vol) for the SPX is 3 since 
2005. The average for the S&P large cap stocks is 1.6.

Why long dispersion?

❑ Long single stock volatilities, 

❑ Short the corresponding index volatility 

What is the dispersion trade?
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Implied Correlation

❑ How to measure the attractiveness of a dispersion position?

❑ Common heuristics: Implied Correlation

❑ Index return is a weighted sum of single stocks returns:

𝑋 = Σ𝑤𝑖𝑆𝑖

❑ Assuming the correlation between any pair of distinct stocks to 
be the same number ρ, then for a sufficiently diversified index:

ρ ≈
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋)

Σ𝑤𝑖 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑆𝑖)
2 =

Index vol

Avgerage Stock vol

2
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Realized Average Correlation
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Pros & Cons of Implied Correlation

1. Use 1 variable to proxy the entire covariance matrix

2. It presupposes a one-factor model on single stock returns:

𝑆 = 𝛽𝑋 + 𝜀, 

𝑋: macro/market return

𝜀: the company-specific idiosyncratic return

3. Each stock is assumed to have the same correlation with the common factor X

4. Cannot assess the cheapness of individual single stock  vols vis-à-vis index

Advantage: intuitive & easy to apply

Disadvantage:  simplistic & operationally inflexible
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Factor analysis for S&P top 100 (2016-present)
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❑ X: main factor, correlation with SPX > 0.98

❑ F1 + F2 + F3 explain > 10% variance

❑ One factor is inadequate
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Pricing of Single Stock Volatility

❑ Single stock returns can be decomposed as:

𝑆 = 𝛽𝑋 + 𝑐1𝐹1 + 𝑐2𝐹2 + 𝑐3𝐹3 + 𝜀, 

𝑋: macro/market return
𝐹1: cyclical/defensive factor
𝐹2: momentum factor
𝐹3: growth/value factor
𝜀: the company-specific idiosyncratic return

❑ Consequently:

Var 𝑆 = 𝛽2Var 𝑋 + 𝑐1
2Var 𝐹1 + 𝑐2

2Var 𝐹2 + 𝑐3
2Var 𝐹3 + Var 𝜀
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The Other Factors
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Temporal Evolution of Factors
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Temporal Evolution of Factors
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Market-vol Neutral Dispersion Portfolio 

❑ Payoff of a portfolio consisting of long single stock vol  
positions and short index vol positions is:  

Σ𝑤𝑖Var 𝑆𝑖 − Σ𝑤𝑖𝛽𝑖
2 Var 𝑋

= Σ𝑤𝑖 𝑐1,𝑖
2 Var 𝐹1 + 𝑐2,𝑖

2 Var 𝐹2 + 𝑐3,𝑖
2 Var 𝐹3 + Var 𝜀𝑖 ,

which has zero exposure to the volatility of the broad market 
while long the volatility of the individual factors as well as the 
idiosyncratic returns.
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Payoff of a Conventional Dispersion Package

❑ Payoff of a portfolio consisting of long single stock vol swaps and 
short index vol swap in a theta-neutral fashion is :  

1

𝜌𝑖
× Avgerage Stock Realized Vol × 𝜌𝑖 − 𝜌𝑟

❑ Payoff of a portfolio consisting of long single stock var swaps and 
short index var swap in a theta-neutral fashion is :  

1

𝜌𝑖
× Avgerage Stock Realized Variance × 𝜌𝑖 − 𝜌𝑟

❑ In a crash/distress scenario, realized vols and correlation 
invariably rise together, the left tail of the p&l distribution can be 
very heavy indeed.  
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Implied Correlation Time Series
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This document is confidential and intended solely for the addressee and may not be published or distributed without the express written consent of Bach Option Limited, Bach Option Master Fund. This

document is not intended for public use or distribution. This document does not constitute either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any interest in any fund associated with Bach Option

Master Fund. Any such offer would only be made at the time a qualified offeree receives the fund’s confidential offering memorandum and related subscription documentation (together, the “Offering

Documents”). To the extent, therefore, there is any inconsistency between this document and the Offering Documents, the Offering Documents govern in all respects.

The information contained in this document, including with respect to portfolio construction, risk management parameters and strategy-type information, is current only as of the date listed herein,

supersedes any prior disclosures and is subject to change without notice.

There is no secondary market for the sale of an investor’s interest in any fund and none is expected to develop. In addition, there are restrictions on transferring interests in the funds. Bach Option Master

Fund has broad latitude with respect to risk management and is not subject to any formal diversification policies limiting the fund’s portfolio investments or to policies restricting leverage, position size or

duration of any position within any Bach Option Master Fund -managed fund’s portfolio. Any information regarding portfolio characteristics contained herein is intended for general guideline purposes

only and not as a limitation on the portfolio construction of any Bach Option Master Fund -managed fund at any time.

Bach Option Master Fund -managed fund could experience volatile performance from time to time depending on prevailing market conditions. Past performance results of a fund are not necessarily

indicative of future results and future results could therefore materially vary. Moreover, fees payable by the fund could offset profits. Accordingly, an investment in a Bach Option Master Fund -managed

fund is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and could result in the loss of all or a substantial portion of the amount invested. Neither Bach Option Master Fund, nor its principals, officers,

employees or associated funds or entities hereby makes any representation to any person or entity as to the suitability for any purpose of an investment in any fund associated with - Bach Option Master

Fund.

Figures provided herein are rounded as applicable. Information contained herein is believed to be accurate and/or derived from sources which Bach Option Master Fund believes to be reliable; however,

Bach Option Master Fund disclaims any and all liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained herein and for any omissions of material facts.

Securities or investment ideas listed are not presented in order to suggest or show profitability of any or all transactions. There should be no assumption that any specific portfolio securities identified and

described herein were or will be profitable. Bach Option Master Fund may, at any time, reevaluate its holdings in any such positions.

Disclosures
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